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A Resident’s Guide to the Gables
We would like to offer our new residents a warm welcome to the
Gables and we hope that you will very quickly feel at home. Our
aim is that you will enjoy as much freedom and independence as
you would in your own home, but at the same time you will be able
to enjoy the benefit of not having to cope with cooking, cleaning,
laundry and all the other – sometimes tedious – aspects of running
your own home.
“I could consider this
place as my home,
the staff and manager are
wonderful.
They treat us with
respect. I don’t know what
I would have done if it had
not been for
The Gables” – Marie
Baber, resident.
“The home has a very
welcoming atmosphere
and is light, bright and airy! (and no smells!) Always fresh flowers - fresh fruit and a caring atmosphere. The manager is always available and nothing is too
much trouble. The turnover of staff is very low and it appears to be a real
team! Above all my mum is very happy! She decided with another resident - it
was the next best thing to living at home independently. Food is lovely and
plentiful, furnishings great, a real home from home and exceptional care.” –
Dianne Pearson, resident’s relative.

Owners and Management:
Paul and Jacky Edwards are the owners of the Gables and Ann
Aubrey is the Registered Manager.
Jacky Edwards qualified as a
Registered nurse from Kingston
University in 2008 with a BSc Hons
(1st Class) in Adult Nursing and has
worked in a variety of clinical and
management
nurse
settings
throughout her career. This includes
her main experience in Intensive Care
Nursing, graduating up to a senior role within that specialty and
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branching out into the Air Ambulance Service, becoming a flight
nurse working on worldwide commercial airlines prior to taking
over the management of their first care home (Compton View) with
her husband, Paul Edwards, in March 2017. Since then, Jacky has
completed her Level 7 Diploma in Strategic Management and
Leadership. Paul and Jacky took over ownership of the Gables in
April 2020.
Dr. Paul Edwards has worked for 20 years in Senior Management
positions in the pharmaceutical industry before becoming a
proprietor at the Gables. Paul and Jacky Edwards both work in and
visit their homes regularly.
Ann Aubrey is the manager of The
Gables. She will help you with any
questions concerning our home or elderly
care in general, to assist you in looking
for a home for a loved one where you
seek the security of a Residential Care
Home.
Ann will also arrange Doctors’ visits or
the District Nurse to provide nursing
assistance in the home, as necessary,
together with chiropody, hairdressing and
specialist
health
professionals
as
required.
Situation:
The Gables is located in a quiet residential area a short drive from
the centre of Hanham. There are local shops and a bus service
nearby.
Our Service:
We provide residential care and can accept residents with
dementia that we can manage. All potential residents’ will be
assessed by our trained staff to ensure that our home is the right
environment for you.
“I was very impressed with the initial visit and first impressions stay with you!
Staff (without exception) have been friendly and helpful whenever I have
visited. The whole atmosphere is homely and friendly and aromas of cooking
biscuits and cakes is always good!” – Elizabeth Moody, resident’s relative.
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“Our mum has been living at the Gables for
two months. In that time, we have seen her
settle and relax and become more like 'our
mum’ again. The home has a very homely
feel to it, where the staff remain
professional and friendly and an
atmosphere of trust, happiness and real
caring is fostered. Nothing is too much
trouble and as a result the residents and
staff remain cheerful. It is a real treat to visit
her! and a real comfort to know she is
happy, safe and enjoying life again!” –
Roger Gillett, resident’s relative.

We accept self-funded residents and
State-funded residents with a top-up
(Third Party) fee. We may require a ‘guarantor’ for your fees. It
should be noted that top-up payments can be made through the
relevant local authority also.
We staff our homes 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. There are
usually 2 staff awake and on duty at night and 3-4 staff on duty
during the day.
We offer an extensive menu of daily and weekly activities to
engage and stimulate our residents’ and this can include bingo,
painting, play your cards right, reminiscing and armchair exercises.
The Terms covering our top-up/Third Party contribution and
‘guarantor’ policies and the proof of funding that may be required
up-front, are explained in our “Agreement” Policy.
“Mum has been happily living at the Gables for three years. She enjoys the
many activities that take place and has surprised us with her keep fit routines.
The staff are welcoming and supportive, understanding the needs of the
relatives as well as the residents. Mum is well cared for in body and mind, in
comfortable, homely surroundings.” – Mrs. Jones, resident’s relative.

Trial period:
When we accept a new resident, residence in the home for the first
six weeks will be on trial basis. If during, or at the end of the
period, either the resident or the home’s management regards the
arrangement as unlikely to be satisfactory for the long-term care
needs of the resident, residence can be terminated with
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reasonable (28 days’) notice from either side and the resident will
vacate the home at a time agreed.
“Since my brother began his care at Gables the transformation in him has
been very noticeable… The management and staff at the Gables are first
class with really good food and comfort of rooms provided. There is a general
‘feel good factor’ about the place with great care and understanding shown
and given to all the residents. My sister and I thoroughly recommend this
home.” – David Fear, resident’s relative.

Termination:
In the event that either the management of the home finds that the
home is no longer able to accommodate the resident appropriately
and meet the resident’s (care) needs, or the resident wishes to
leave the home for any reason, either side will normally give four
weeks’ notice of termination of residence. A shorter period of
notice will be applicable only in situations involving emergencies,
whereby the full fee will be charged until the room is cleared of the
residents’ personal possessions.
We will normally charge full fees for up to 5 days from when the
resident vacates their room, if personal effects and personal
furnishings have been left in the room. Fees will be charged within
this 5-day period until the room is cleared of personal items. We
would expect personal items to be removed within this time period.
Should they not be, we will continue to charge the full room fee for
as long as the personal effects remain in the room.
“My sister moved to the
Gables last year. What a
brilliant place, staff are
lovely and we love visiting,
always get tea and cake.
Fantastic home so caring.”
– Sue McSherry, resident’s
relative.
“My mother never wanted
to enter a care home but
since coming to the Gables
she has settled in very well
and she does not wish to go anywhere else. She has gained weight and looks
100% better” – Mr. Lock, resident’s relative.
“Very outstanding care home, nothing is too much trouble, love going to see
my friend.” – Margaret Davis, resident’s friend.
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Absences:
If the resident vacates his or her room temporarily the home
undertakes to keep the resident’s room empty and secure during
the resident’s absence. The full fee will be charged for a period of
up to six weeks and from thereon there will be a 10% reduction on
the full fee, until the resident returns to their room.
Dealing with Complaints:
The home has a complaints
procedure, which can be
viewed on request. Any
complaint made by, or on
behalf of, a resident will be
investigated and dealt with
under this procedure.
Changes to our Terms and Conditions, Service or Fees:
We will make changes to our Terms and conditions, our service
offered and our fees if, for example, a new health and safety law is
introduced, or there are other changes in the external environment
requiring us to make such a change.
Our fees are raised, annually on 1st March, due to increases in our
cost base (e.g., increasing staff costs, staff pension costs,
increases in the RPI/CPI, required repairs, maintenance and
refurbishment of the home that must be funded, as well as any
changes in the law requiring us to change our service provision).
These cost increases will be aggregated to deliver the final overall
cost change.
We reserve the right to increase a resident’s fee at any time if, for
example, they request and receive a better (more expensive)
room, or their care needs change significantly, requiring us to
make further expenditure to cope with these additional care needs.
At least 28 days’ notice will be given for any change in care needs
and any concomitant fee increase. If the resident requests to move
into a new room by a particular date, we will charge the increased
fee from this requested date.
Changes to Terms and Conditions, service provision (including fee
rises) will be notified with no less that 28 days’ written notice.
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We will give the resident a pro-rata refund of any prepayment(s)
made if the resident decides to leave before the change(s)
happen.
What happens if a resident’s funding arrangements have
changed whilst in our home?
If the resident’s funding arrangements have changed, for example
a privately paying client has run out of funds to make the usual
monthly payment to us, we will firstly ask the resident and/or their
family/guardian to move the resident to a contract where we have
a ‘guarantor’ making up the monthly payments. If this is not
possible, then we would try to move the resident to a council
contract with a Third-Party top-up fee. Should this not be possible
then we would consider, at our sole discretion, to either move the
resident to a council funded contact only, or we reserve the right to
ask the resident to vacate their room, with at least 28 days’ notice.
Accommodation:
The Gables is able to
accommodate 20 residents
across 20 rooms. There
are
14
ground
floor
bedrooms, most of which
have patio doors leading
onto a large outside patio
area. There are 6 first floor
bedrooms served by a stair
lift.
Each
room
is
individually decorated and all of these have en-suite cloakrooms,
most of which have showers. A call bell system is standard and
each room is also fitted with a lock to maintain privacy. The rooms
are furnished but residents are welcome to bring items of their own
furniture and possessions. Every room has a television and
telephone socket.
The Gables is a special home and we want all of our residents to
lead a happy and fulfilled life doing what makes them happy. We
arrange a variety of events and activities such as bingo, art work,
sitting basketball, singing, reminiscing, boules and play your cards
right amongst other games. We also have quite a few different
outside entertainers visit us. We aim to provide occasions where
people feel free to join in and participate in their hobbies and
pastimes if they wish. We try and tailor our organisation of events to
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best match the various abilities of our resident’s and we always
welcome new ideas to add to our entertainment. The Gables also has
its own beauty salon if residents feel like getting their hair or nails
done, or just being pampered!

We currently have a few pets at The Gables. These include our
home cats, Cutie and Oliver and we have a large collection of Koi
in our fishpond. Some of the staff and relatives also like to bring
their dogs in to visit occasionally. Having pets creates a warmer
atmosphere in our home. They like to walk around the house, visit
people’s bedrooms and curl up on their beds.
The Gables operates
a no smoking policy in
the
building
and
grounds.
“Our first impression was
of a lovely welcoming,
clean and very friendly
house. We have as a
family nothing but praise
and thankfulness for this
wonderful place and team
of carers. The Gables can take 20 people so it is a perfect size for getting to
know everyone and it all feels like a family.” – Liz Davidson, resident’s
relative.
“Highly recommend the Gables. Spotlessly clean, staff are very caring, food is
excellent. Entertainment for the residents and plenty of fun times (got my
name down)!” – Rob Axford, resident’s relative.

Valuable Items and Money:
All residents are encouraged to handle their
own finances wherever possible. However,
money and valuables can be placed in the
home’s safe if the resident wishes.

Use of Rooms:
Residents are able to use their own bedroom,
as well as any of the communal rooms,
whenever they please. There are no times that rooms have to be
vacated for cleaning, etc.
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We have two lounges for all of our
residents to enjoy and spend time
together. This is also where we hold
some of our activities such as bingo,
for example. The larger of the two
lounges has a television and plenty of
comfortable seating to relax in. Most of
our seated activities take place here. Our smaller quiet lounge is
specifically for residents’ that wish to relax in peace. Both lounges
have views of the gardens and patio doors that open out onto the
garden.
Going out for walks:
Residents are welcome to walk in the garden or go for walks
whenever they please. We would appreciate it if you could mention
to a member of staff if you are going out in case of visitors,
telephone calls and for fire safety reasons.
There are extensive gardens for your enjoyment and residents are
able to take leisurely walks around these on a sunny day to get
some fresh air. They are fully paved so it is safe for residents to go
out alone if they wish to; staff will also be able to take residents
around the gardens. We have a pond full of fish for your
enjoyment. A special feature of our garden is our spectacular
Indian Bean Tree, situated in the front garden.
Visitors:
Residents can invite friends
or relatives to visit at any
time, or your visitors can
just drop in to see you. Our
residents often go out with
their visitors to local
attractions, or perhaps just
into town for an ice cream
or a coffee.
Visitors are very welcome
at any time, although we do ask if visiting at meal times can be
avoided if possible as it is quite a busy time. Visitors can meet
residents in any of the public areas or visit residents in their rooms.
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We offer refreshments to our visitors and if visitors would like to join
us for a meal, if they have had a long journey for example, then with
a little notice it can usually be arranged.

Holy Communion:
On the second Sunday of every month, a local church visits for a
service within the Gables. We also have Holy Communion once a
month.
Fees:
A list of fee levels is available. Fees are paid monthly in advance
and we ask that a standing order is set up.
We normally require self-funding residents to show they can pay
for their care for a minimum period of 24 months.
Fees are currently £1,050 per week (subject to review 01/03/2021
and annually thereafter on this date) and we require payment on
the 1st of the month for that coming month. Payment is made for
one calendar month at a time (so for the monthly fee we multiple
the weekly fee by 52 and divide this figure by 12). A pro-rata
refund for any unused period in the month the resident
vacates/closes their room will be made within 10 working days.
Fees are reviewed annually in March but may be reviewed more
often if circumstances render this necessary. We will give at least
one month’s notice of any increase and a statement stating the
reasons for the increase will accompany this.
Fees include care and accommodation costs, food and drink,
heating and lighting and any laundry done on the premises.
Services that are not included in the standard fee include outings,
taxi journeys, broadband installation and running costs, personal
telephone installation and usage costs, hairdressing, chiropody,
dry cleaning, newspapers, magazines and personal toiletries.

Hairdressing:
The hairdresser visits the
home every week and is able
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to provide any hairdressing needs required by the residents.
Chiropody:
We have a visiting private chiropodist who calls every 2 months.
Optician:
We have a visiting optician who comes to the home. Free eye tests
are available annually.
Dentists:
If a resident can’t attend a dental surgery we can request a visiting
dentist who is able to provide certain types of treatment in the
home. This service is very limited and, in some cases, it is
necessary to go to the dental surgery.
Residents are welcome to retain their own hairdresser, chiropodist,
dentist, etc. if they so wish.
Medication:
Residents are requested initially to bring in their own medication in
order to cover their first few days at the home. Medication can then
be ordered by the home and is delivered to us by a local and
trustworthy pharmacy. We will administer your medication at the
appropriate times, or you may wish to administer your own
medication. Medication is stored in locked cabinets in resident’s
rooms.
GP and Hospital Appointments:
Home visits by GPs and hospital consultants are sometimes
necessary. The home can arrange transport for medical
appointments, if needed. It is not always possible to be able to
offer an escort to go with the resident to their appointment as this
depends on our staffing needs. We have a doctor from the local
surgery come in from Hanham Health, who rings weekly and visits
as and when necessary.
Telephone/Internet:
There are cordless telephones in the home, which staff can take to
the resident in order to receive incoming calls. Residents can
choose to have their own private telephones/broadband internet
installed in their room, which can easily be arranged with Virgin
Media, or other service provider. Residents may wish to use
personal mobile phones.
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Newspapers and Books:
If you would like to order a
personal
newspaper
or
journal this can be arranged
with the local newsagent.
Laundry:
All
machine
washable
laundry is done on the
premises for which there is
no additional charge. Please
inform staff if there is a risk of colour running.
We request that residents be responsible for any items that may
need special treatments and care e.g., dry cleaning. We advise
that all clothing be clearly labelled. A laundry marker is available at
the home at the resident’s request.
Linen Changes:
Bed linen is changed as necessary and at least once weekly on a
rota system e.g., Monday Room 1, etc.
Bathing:
There is a choice of baths or showering facilities. As many
residents require some help with bathing we do have a bathing
rota to avoid 20 residents wanting to bath on the same morning!
This arrangement is flexible to suit personal needs.
Meals:
A choice of menus’ is served and attention is given to providing
well-balanced, nutritious meals. Special diets can also be catered
for. Diabetic and gluten free choices and other special diets are
also catered for. Residents can take their meals in the dining room,
or in their own room if they prefer. Drinks and snacks may be
requested at any time.
Breakfast:
Most residents prefer to have their breakfast in their own room but
you are welcome to use the dining room if you wish. You do not
need to call for breakfast, the staff will bring it to you on a tray.
Your breakfast will usually arrive between 8:00am-8:30am. There
is a choice, for example eggs, porridge, fruit juice, prunes, cereal,
toast, marmalade and tea / coffee.
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Lunch:
Lunch is the main meal of the day
and is served in the dining room at
12:15pm. The meals are traditional,
home cooked fayre, for example
roast dinners, cottage pies, etc and
all our meats are slow cooked or
roasted overnight so as to be
especially soft and tender. Our
delicious cakes, buns, pies and
quiches are homemade from quality
ingredients. Alternative choices can
be made.
Tea:
Tea is served in the dining room at 5:00pm. There is always
something hot on the menu and there are always a variety of
alternatives. You are welcome to choose what you would like. For
example, the hot meal may be a jacket potato and the alternative
sandwiches.
Times of Meals, etc.:
7:30am - 8:00am – Tea and coffee
8:00am - 8:30am – Breakfast served
10:30am – Morning coffee
12:15pm – Lunch
3:00pm – Tea and homemade cakes
5:00pm – Light supper
7:30pm – Evening hot drinks
You do not need to come to any special room for drinks – the staff
will find you!

Further Information:
The home’s Statement of Purpose and most recent Inspection
Report is available on request.
The home’s Complaints Policy is situated within the home in the
Quiet Lounge and on the resident’s notice board and further
information is available on request.
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We hope that you will find this
information booklet useful. If you have
any concerns or worries please do not
hesitate to discuss these with a
member of staff. You are also
welcome to visit our home in order that
you can make an informed choice
about whether to join our family. Your
comments are important to us and we
will always welcome feedback and
endeavour to offer you the best
possible service that we can.
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